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THE LATEST FROM COPELAND FURNITURE: CAMDEN, ISO, AND EXPANDED LINN, BERKELEY
COLLECTIONS
Bradford, VT. (August 5, 2020) Family-owned and operated American manufacturer, COPELAND
FURNITURE (www.copelandfurniture.com) is announcing two brand-new collections -- CAMDEN
bedroom and ISO dining -- as well as an expansion of the LINN and BERKELEY collections. This fall the
Vermont-based manufacturer, known for its sustainable business practices and popular mid-century
modern designs, is investing heavily in new products and ready-to-ship inventory as Americans have
been spending far more time at home and have turned to improving their interiors.
The CAMDEN bedroom collection, named after the coastal town in Maine, exudes distinctly New
England soft-contemporary design. One highlight of the collection is the CAMDEN Bed, a light-scale
sleigh bed, made for use with a mattress alone [pictured below in Natural Cherry Finish]. The attached
night tables add integrated functionality for a clean visual presentation. Manufactured in finger joined
cherry that has been reclaimed from Copeland’s operations and popularly priced, CAMDEN will be
included in Copeland’s Quick Ship program, promising retailers shipment within one week of order
entry.
The Camden Bed in Cherry

(More)

The ISO dining collection (named for the Greek word meaning "equal") refers to the balanced
orderliness and proportionality of the design. Pictured below in Copeland’s Bright Oak finish, ISO
includes side chairs and armchairs, a wide selection of extension and fixed-top tables, buffets and a
standing bar cabinet. Manufactured in sustainably harvested white oak and available in four finishes, ISO
is responsive to the emerging trend toward lighter wood tones, particularly those with a more open
pore structure.
The Iso Dining Collection, Featuring the Iso Side Chairs and Armchairs, in Bright Oak

Additionally, Copeland will be expanding its popular, LINN bedroom collection with all pieces now being
available in White Oak in addition to Walnut [pictured below in Bright Oak Finish]. Like CAMDEN, LINN in
Bright Oak will be included in Copeland’s Quick Ship program. Three additional oak finishes will be
available at regular production lead times.
The Linn Bed in Oak

(More)

Finally, due to popular demand, Copeland will be expanding its BERKELEY bedroom collection. Previously
available in cherry with walnut accents, the longtime favorite will now also be available in solid Walnut
[pictured below]. Bed spindles and drawer pulls will be finished in Copeland’s Harvest stain to preserve
the contrasting accents also present in the Solid Cherry finish.
The Berkeley Bed in Solid Walnut

About Copeland: Copeland Furniture started in the 1970’s as a family owned and operated enterprise.
Its mission is to create beautiful wood products from natural hardwoods while simultaneously
protecting the beauty of the nature surrounding them. During their many periods of growth, they have
evolved from a one-man operation in an old garage in East Corinth, Vermont, to a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility located on the banks of the Connecticut River in Bradford, Vermont. More than
four decades later, Copeland Furniture has stayed true to its creed and places high value on quality
furniture that lasts multiple generations. Copeland Furniture believes that understated, well-designed
furniture informs our creative sensibilities each and every day, and continuous improvement is what
allows the company to thrive and excel. For more information, please visit the official website
www.copelandfurniture.com
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